CRG RACING TEAM

DE CONTO, HILTBRAND AND BRADSHAW IN
CRG’S SUPER TEAM IN LAS VEGAS
The deadline is getting closer (October 29th) for registering to the race, and the CRG
Nordam’s management is completing the drivers line up in all the classes for the most
spectacular event of International Karting: the XXII Supernats from November 14th to 18th.
The 22nd edition of the
SuperNationals in las
Vegas, the most glamour
and spectacular karting
event
organized
by
SKUSA (USA’s Karting
Federation), will take
place from the 14th to the
18th of November on the
circuit built in front of
the Rio All-Suite Hotel &
Casino.
It
is
a
prestigious location, that
summons
over
300
drivers coming from all
over the world every
year.
The track is amazing both
for the technique and for
the unique frame of
spectators in the heart of Las Vegas’ resorts
and casinos. CRG Nordam with its Racing
Team is one of the most important teams
and it will have one of the most competitive
drivers line up, including the winner of the
last 2 editions Paolo De Conto in the KZ
class, besides Pedro Hiltbrand (racing in
the Senior and Pro-Shifter categories) and
Callum Bradshaw (Senior).
CRG Nordam arranged a customized
service for the drivers who whish to take part
to the race (in every category) and in the
next weeks the line up will be completed
with the last places available, for a total of
over 30 drivers present in all the classes.
The assistance that CRG will provide for the
event is “full service”, including chassis,
engines, technical support and all the linked
services, but also customized programs for
the drivers’ specific needs, such as the sole

tent place under the CRG staff supervision or just the rental of technical equipment (chassis and
engines).
The entries close on October 29th, but many categories are already almost sold out, so these are
the last days to plan a participation in this spectacular event. For further information on CRG
Nordam’s services and programs, please write an email to racing@kartcrg-nordam.com
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